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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME SIXTEEN

ADVERTISING
GOES
HOME IN
THE NEW?

-

FULTON. KENTUCKt. FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1947

NUMBER THIRTEEN

Harris Fork Creek
Deal Closed By
Hickman Citizens
!Fulton Stores To
Board Re-Elects
Broad Program In
Warrens For The
On Annual Rampage
Rally To Program
Observe Half Holiday I
I
School Teachers
Dairy Improvement
DeMyer Jewelry Co.
To
Aid
Schools
During
The
Summer
Now Under Way
I Heavy Rainfall -Brought Deluge
Up-

Three Teachers Did Not Apply
For rositions; Fruicipais
Hickman One of Eleven Sc,hools Stores To Close Wednesday AftObion County Farm Bureau Lead.s
Previou.sly Named
Placed on Probationary Status
ernoons During May, June,
Project To Import Purebred'
Because of Salary
July August and
Jersey Females
Spring is here, and the Harris
Meeting Monday night the FulStandards
September
Fork Creek is again going on its
ton
Board
of
Education
met
and reBuel Warren, and his son, Mancel
For many years, farmers in Fulannual rampages.
Warren, became the owners of the
Citizens of Hickmab gathered at
Following the usual custom in elected all city school teachers, ton, Weakley, Obion and adjoinHeavy rains above Fulton and in
DeMyer Jewery Company, on Mona mass meeting at the
Hickman recent years, most of Fulton's with the exception of three who did mg counties have taken progressive
the immediate vicinity brought the
High School last Friday 'night to stores will observe a half-holiday not seek re-election.
day of this week. when they closed
steps to improve dairy herds in this
creek to a swollen state, and the
Principals had been previously vicinity.' Now comes renewed
discuss ways and means of prevent- during the summer months of May,
a deal with Leon Hutchens, who
acflood waters soon overflowed its
ing a break-down in the educational June, July, August and September, named as follows: Wilson Gantt, tion, as Obion county orders about
has been owner and operator of
banks to spread into a pcnaion of
standards of their schools. The Hick- it was announced here this week high school; Yewell Harrison, Carr- 50 purebred Jersey females to dethe Lake-st store.
the residential and business disman schools are
desperate by the Chamber of Commerce. institute; Mrs. Jessie L. Fleming, velop the dairy industry in that
in
The Warrens came to Fulton three tricts of Fulton.
Fortuniately, the straits. being one of
the eleven Wednesday afternoon, May 7th, will Terry-Norman; Hugh Jackson, Mil- county.
oars ago to open up a new jewery rains ceased
in time to present a
schools in Kentucky placed on a be the first afternoon that local ton colored school.
store at 311 Walnut-st. In taking more serious
Orders have already been placed
deluge.
Teachers elected Monday night for
probationary status because of its business firms will be closed.
over the DeMyer Jewery store, they
40 registered Jersey heifers and
Flood waters spread in buildings
were:
inability
to meet the minimum salanaeunce that they will operate on Fourth-st,
Among those stores to be closed
two registered guernseys, and other
bringing a depth of
ary standards for its teachers -as each Wednesday afternoon during
High school—J. B. Goranllo, Mary orders are coming in. Fenner
both the Walnut-st store and the five or six
Heath-inches, and an aftermath
required by the S. Cs A.
F. Martin, Charlene Martin, Mrs. cock, chairman of the dairy
thtese months are:
store at 324 Lake-st.
comitof mud and filth. Merchants on
Lottie
Pierce, Mrs. Hugh Pigue, tee for the Obion County Farm BuThe purpose of the meeting was
The Warrens operated jewelry Fourth-st arid Lake-st were downP. H. Weaks' Sons, K. Homra,
stores in Illinois before coming to town raising stocks, and preparing to seek ways of obtaining funds to DeMyer Jewelrys, Fry Shoe Store, Mary Royster, Mrs. Walter Voelpel: reau, announces.
With interest increasing in pureFulton. Prior to swing to Illinois the for the overflow even before the si- prevent the school from being dis- The Budget Shop, Fulton Hardware Mrs. Trevor Wilayne and Nell Warcredited. Representatives of the var- & Furniture Co., Killebrew Florist, ren.
bred dairy herds in this section, the
Warrens resided in this section. Wil- ren sounded warning.
Carr-Institute-a-a-Mrs, George Al- Ken-Tenn Territory is growing as
liam Warren. brother of Mancel,
Last spring Fulton had two serious ious aivic groups in Hickman. and C. T. Carver Barber Shop, Ford
Mrs. Gordon Buckingham, a dairy-producing area.
will assist them in the operation of floods. The big one brought 36 individual citizens, were present, Clothing Co., Hornbeak & Holland, ley,
the local stores.
inches of water to some business and it was agreed. that federal aid City National Bank, Fulton Bank,, Jack Carter, Lee Ella Lowe, Mrs.
plaa.es on Fourth-st, and then fol- would be sought. Telegrams were The Leader Store, W. V. Roberts 1 Martin Nall, Mrs. Elizabeth Payne, Arch Cardwell Dies
sent to Condressmen from this dis- & son, National Store Corp., T. B. Fern Snow, Mrs. Eugene Waggon- ,
lowed
with 24-inch again next day.
Cab Struck By Truck:
Of Sudden Heart Attack
er and Katherine Williamson
Much danger has been done by trict, and to Governor Willis, urging Neely Barber Shop, Clarice Shop;
.
the state treasury to use a portion
Driver Injured perennial floods in Fulton.
Milton—Mrs.
Hugh
L.
Jackson
Kasnow,
and
Scotts Floral Shop,
and city
Death Came At His Home On
officials have been at work for ce7er of $10,500,000 surplus to relieve the Fall & Fall. A. Huddleston & Co., Mrs. A. Z. Tucker.
Union City Highway, Early
Thomas Wilber, 266 Taxi Driver, a
aituation.
Atkins
Insurance
Agency,
Mrs.
Mary
ForresF.
Wardlow,
Mrs.
year now in an effort to prepare
Jau•
Monday Morning
Seriously Injured Near
ter's
Shoe
Shop,
R. M. Kirkland nita Wilson and Mrs. Fay Parker,
a creek project that will bring reUnion City
Jeweler, Bert' Shoe Store, Bennett all of Carr Institute, did not apply.
Citizens Alert To
lief.
Phillip Arch Cardwell, 49, well
Electric, Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.,
known construction man, died early
Civic Needs Here,
Thomas Wilber. driver of a 266
Graham Furniture Co., Exchange
Monday morning about 2:45 at his
taxi owned by Neal Looney of Fun Fulton Chicks In
Survey Discloses Furniture .Co.. Irby's Fashion Shop. Fulton Teachers Ask
That Means Be Found home on the Union City highway
tan, was seriously injured at about
Fulton Wallpaper & Office Supply
Exhibition Game
as a result of an heart
Fu10:30 Sunday night, when his car
Local Civic Groups Plan Progressive Co., Warren's Jewelry Store, FulTo Raise Salaries'neral services were heldattack.
Local
Park
Sunday
Tuesday
was struck by a truck. and turned
ton Eleatric & Furniture Co., Main
l'rograms; Mote Payroll.; and
afternoon at the First Methodist
cver on the bad curve near ReyStreet Barber Shop, Roper Electric Problems Has Been Put Before
Recreation Vital Need
The Fulton Chicks started the
church, of which he was a member,
raids Packing Co.. in Union City.
& Furniture Co., Exurn Radio &
School
Board,
Municipal,
spring practice sessions at Fairfield
with the Rev. W. E. Michke, pastor,
Mr. Wilber, who was returning to
During recent weeks a survey has Repair Shop, McDade Furniture Co.,1
County
and State
Park this week in preparation for
officiating. Interment followed in
Fulton from Tiptonville, said that
Andrews
aecn
Jewelry
conducted
Co.,
Western
by
The
Auto
News
I
in
an
Officials
their pennant race in the Kitty
the Greenlee cemetery in charge of
ht. was blinded by the lights of an
-League this season. An exhibition sffort to determine the trend of Supply Co.. A. G. Baldridge Store,
Hornbeak Funeral Home.
anproaching truck. and that he
Teachers in the
qaMP %yin be played here Sunday thought among local civic groups Franklin's Quality Shop, A. C.
Fulton
city
He leaves his widow; two daughswung his car to avoid a rollison
Butts
&
Sons.
citizens
Meacham
and
in
regard
Market;
to
"plans
that
schools are faced with the same ters, Mrs. Theodore Kramer, Jr.,
tinernoon with the Burlington, Iowa
when he was struck by another
are
needed
aor the improvement of
Latta's Food Store, U-Tote-Em problems of meeting the rise costs and Miss Helen
Indians, who are rfow in training at
Faye, Cardwell of
trunk, The International truck the Union City
Fultcn and vicinity." It was found Grocery, Fred Roberson, Johnny's of living as all other groups, but
Park.
mke sock k.ttryin,Lee Card•
which struck the cab was driven by
that the citieency js alert .to genera/ Meat Marken,- Robert .Covington's so fan nett** has been
Players nov: here inauded Mike
1.1
t1itioeterisi4lra
Mrs. Lillie Mae Hicks, wife of the
the way of increased ..:;
Tansey, outfielder, lVfemphis; Hub- conditions, a4ractically all those Market. McKinney Bros. Grocery, bring relief
11
41;e11, Ed Cardwell and Raifordowner. She and two other passenert Sidle, pitcher, Olive Branch, talked with W- a4ager to point out C. D. Jones. Jones Bros. Grocery, salaries. Appeals have been made. Cardwell, all of Fulton; two sisters,
gers. Joseph Dooley and Dan Dan,
Miss.; Wayne Lynch, pitcher, Up- various steps that would bring Boaz & Hester, H. H. Bugg Grocery, to the Fulton Board of Education, to Mrs. T. M. Sneed of Fulton and
escaped uninjured.
land, Ind.; Nicholas Huck. pitcher, about definite progress in the twin James Fuller Grocery, Haddad's the County Board of Equalization, Mrs. H. P. Pruitt of Wyandotte,
Wilber was taken to the Union
St. Genevieve, Mo.; Larry Workman, aities of Fulton and South Fulton. Grocery. Rite Price Grocery. Saw- and to Governor Willis, who has Mich.; and one granddaughter, Rita
City Clinic, suffering from cuts on
One of the moat important fac- a-er's Market, DeMyer's Market, D. been requested to call a special Kramer, Fulton.
Louisville; Tony Auletta, outfileder.
hand. arm and back arid internal
Grocery, Garland session of the legislature to set
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Pete Peterson, out- tors disclosed by information ob- H. Williarns
Mr. Cardwell was a partner with
injuries.
fielder, Fulton; Harold Seawright, tained by talking' with various peo- Merryman Grocery, A. G. Winsdor aside a fund for the purpose of giv- his brother, J. R.
Cardwell, in the
Grocery.
ing
teachers
in
Kentucky
merited
a
ple,
civic
groups.
and
civic leaders,
Cairo, Ill.; outfielder; Tommie Buck,
Cardwell Construction Company of
increase
salaries.
of
IIouston, Texas, infielder; William was the fact, that all had forwardDEATHS
Fulton.
Not only are the salaries of local
J. Propst, Jr., Louisa, Ky., outfield- iooking s-iew poists, and were eager Quota Of $500 For
ROBERT N. REILLY
Active pallbearers: Tyrus McKinand
anxious
teachers
inadequate,
fell
but
concerted action
Fulton ney,
er; Newt Secrest, Milwaukee,
Dalton Perry, Darrell Legg,
Crippled
Children
Rouert N. Reilly died last Sat- aatcher; Edward Engel, Meeker, coward a prograrn that will bring
achools may be discredited by the
Bonus Callihan, Jack Calliharre
urday afternoon at his home near Okla., pitcher; Lloyd
Doubled In County Southern Association of Colleges Charlie Stephenson.
Eldridge, about new industry and .a.ivic progWater Valley. Funeral services were Chattanooga, pitcher; Roy Gaisser, ress. The Young Men's Business
and Secondary Schools. If that
Honorary pallb4arers: Ewan Wilheld Tuesday afternoon at the Pilot Jr., Margerum, Ala., pitcher; Bar- Club hes already started an in- Total of S1007.09 Received In Drive, should hapRen, Fulton graduates
aould not enter any first class aol- ey, Aaron Prather of Union City,
Rube McKnight, County
Oak Baptist church with the Rev. ney Cunningham, Medon, Tenn., dustrial survey with the view in
lege until they had taken an en- Arch HuddIeston, Sr., J. D. McKinE. M. Oakes officiating. Interment pitcher; Elmer Grey, Pittsburg. mind of pushing through a project
Chairman, Announces
ley-, Bob White, Linwood Ferris, B., ,
examinatien.
trance
was in the church ',cemetery in second base; Joe Lis, DetroiL cat- that will bring new industry to
3. Stephenson_ George
Allen,
-charge of Horrrbeak Funeral Home. cher; Harold Brown. Chattanooga. andton, and the Chamber of ComPeople of Fulton aounty have reThere is a grave danger of a
Charlie Holloway, Thomas Maddox,'
merce
recently
discussed
communi:
generously
aonded
occurring
Rosey
oitcher;
criais
the
to
system
school
the
Rhodea,
in
drive for
shortstop.
Mr. Reilly leaves his wife, Mrs.
:y betterment during its annual the Crippled Children's Fund. Rube before the next term, unless the Clyde Williams, Fred Roberson, SiZettie Walters Reilly; four sons, Linder, Tenn.
las Bruce, Carl Puckett, Wylie StealcKnight. county chairman. an- people get solidly 'behind a movelzprovements have been made on meeting and election of officers.
Milton Reilly, U. S. Navy, stationed
phenson, Guy Tucker, Weldon King,
Among
prime'
facto::
the
eounces.
grounds.
deemed
adjustments
about
The
ment
bring
grandstand
quota
as
to
for
Fulton
and
fence,
counat Virginia Beach, Va., Charlie
and
employes of the Cardwell Convitaliy
important to the communi- ty was $500, and a total of $1007.92 in salaries, and maintain a high
Whayne and Billy Reilly of Water and preparations are being rushed
struction Company.
standard of education. It seems now
Valley; two daughters. Nellie and. for the opening game here May 6, ty's welfare and progress, five fea- was contributed.
Mr. Cardwell will be missed in
Alice Reilly; two sisters. Mrs. Nan- with the Union City Greyhounds. tures were outstanann, according
J. R. Hogan served as chairman unlikely that the eavernor or the
this community, where he had many
nie Thompson of Maxwell, Tenn., Box seats ar enow on sale with Mrs. to a summary of remarks received of the drive. in Fulton, and the Ro- state department will do anything
fsiends. He was active in business
ituring interviews:
tary club sponsored the movement. about the situatibn that exists here,
and Mrs. Lennie O'Brien of St. Harry Moss in charge.
and
religious circles, and a well
mata
becomes
strictly
local
it
so
1.
More
industry, sarith payrolls;
Mrs. Walker Hede was chairman
Louis. Mo.; three brothers, Chester
apecially industry that will employ of the drive at Hickman, which vitae ter that will require the full aid known sportsman.
of Fulton, Willie of Boxside, Ark., PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
nlen.
aponsored by the Woman's Civic and support of local civic groups
and Calvin of Baton Rouge, La., six
FULTON SENIOR GETS
Palestine Homemakers Club will
grandchildren, and a number df
a. The need of more housing Club, and a total of $390.67 was do- and the people. It is vitally import-.
RUNNER-UP AWARD
ant that some definite action be
meet with Mrs. J. L. Verlince at her projacts, due fiti; a severe s.carcity nated by Hickman people.
nieces and nephews.
taken now before another school
He was a member of the Green- home on west State Line Friday, of living quarters. Also more busiTimes K. James, 17, son of Mr.
year opens.
April 18th at 1:30 o'clock. Lesson ness buildings to provide accom- SOUTH FULTON TO
wood church in Hickman county.
aad Mrs. George T James of Fulwill be on clothing.
HAVE BETTER STREETS
modations for factories, and new
ton, and a senior at Fulton High
FIFTH GR.ADERS VISIT
uusiness enterprises.
School, has been awarded a 'certiMRS. JESSIE F. COLLINS
CITY
UNION
IN
The Spirit of progress marches on
PLEASANT HILL TO
3. Reorganization of the fiscal
ficate of merit by the Pepsi-Cola
ELECT DIRECTORS department of the city of Fulton, in'South Fulton.
Mrs. Jessie Fletcher Collins, 55,
Scholarship Board as runner-up for
from
graders
Thirty-eight
fifth
Next on program on the southside
died Thursday night, April 10, at
by providing increased revenue
one of the 126 feur•year college
A meeting of citizens of the with which to operate the business svill be the project to grade, drain the South Fulton school visited
her home in Riceville. Funeral
scholarships being awarded this
services were conducted at the Pleasant Hill community will be of the city. Operating expenses for and surface streets on the south- various business establishments in year. He
will also receive $50 inCayce Methodist church Saturday held Saturday afternoon at two all municipal governments, like side. "Nothing has developed to Union City last Friday, and enjoyed cash when
he .enters college next
by the Rev. R. H. Clegg, pastor. In- o'clock at the City National Bank everything else, are much higher, stop it," Mayor J. H. Lowe states. a picnic lunch at noon at the city fall.
accompanied
by
were
Pupils
park.
terment followed in a nearby ceme- in Fulton. for the purpose of elect- while the revenue remains unThe city of South Fulton will
tery in charge of Hornbeak Fu- ing officers to look after the ceme- changed. Occupational tax, and in- float $80,000 in bonds with which their teacher, Miss Lena Stokes PLANS BEING MADE TO
tery there.
neral Home.
areased assessment against local to carry on the project to improve Mrs. Hugh Adkins, Mr. and Mrs.
HANDLE WOOL
Clarence Roberts, the Rev. J. T.
property have been suggested in city streets.
Mrs. Collins was born at Cayce,
and
IN
WEDS
Vowell
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Drace,
Roy
CALIFORNIA
March 9, 1892. She leaves her hussome quarters.
The Fulton Cooperative is making
Mrs. Hoyt Griffin.
4. The need for more, good, DERAILED FREIGHT TRAIN
band, Ben Collins, one sister, Mrs.
plans to handle the 19117 woo' clip ,
Mrs. Jewell Foster, formerly of
DELAYED TRAFFIC HERE
'Mink- Fletcher Elkins of Cayce; Water Valley, 'Xya —was marded wholesoine recreation, etpecially
exactly as it was handled last year-W. M. U. HELD MEETING
several nieces and nephews, in- laprIl 10, to Charles E. Avery in tor tht. youth.
when the wool was. delivered to
AT HICKMAN TUESDAY the Fulton Depot and the farmers
An Illinois Central freight train
cluding George Underwood and Linn Diego, California. Mr. Avery is
5.
manager delegated and
Brooksie Nell Fleming of St. Louis, an employee of the Sante Fe Rail- empowerted to act by the mayor and was derailed Sunday near Millingreceived 75 percent of the price of
•Gertie Corum of Akron, Effie Rop- road.
board of eounall, as a modern forni ton, Tenn., and as a result local
The regular quarterly meeting of their wool at the time of delivery
er. Marie Saearce, Rebecca Lilacker
They will make their home in of city goveanment, is receaving trains schedules were interrupted the Woman's Missidoary Society of with the wool being shipped to the ,
and Mrs. Lois Young of Cayce; two Bakersfield. Calif.
wider atelanna In other words, a for many hours. All traffic was in- the West Kentucky Baptist Associa- Kentucky Wool Growers Associasmell -daughters preceded -her • In
tralized heak to execute the af- terrupted when 3-1- cars left the tion
-hekl at--the West Hiek- tiorrsat LeiringtorrItentackr-Secks— death.
"As free as water" is an old simi- fairs of the city, and bring about track.
man Baptist church Tuesday. Mrs. may be obtained at the International
Sam Ed Bradley of Fulton was on Harvester Company in Fulton or .
Mrs. Collins was a member of le, but water takes a heavy tax more rapid growth of the communiPeople who throw kisses are the program, giving highlights on the Production Credit Office hi
the Methddist church, which she from the soil when it is allowed to ty. with the SUpport of an other
run free.
the recent W. M. U. convention.
agencies.
mighty near hopelessly lazy.
Hickman.
joined at the age of 13 years.
Burl Warren and His Son, 3Iancel,
Will Operate Two Stores
In Fulton

on City; Stopped in Nick
of Time

Th

,k,•• • •aas.
nwasawirej-----

THE FUNTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
day with Mr. Johnie Moore.
Mrs. Nora Copelen yid Mrs. Pully visited Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn
Mrs. Colen Brown and Miss
Sunday afternoon.
Rachel Hardison visited Mrs. Nora
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent
afternoon.
Monday
Oupelen
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday
ThursMrs. Fannie Nugent spent
•
Verlie Byrd and family.
day with Mrs. Ruth Veatch.
Mrs. Georgia Moore spent ThursLATHAM
day with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
AND BIBLE UNION
Mrs. Nellie Taylor, from Akron,
Ohio, arrived Thursday to visit her
Mr. Bob Carney was carried to
sister, Mrs. Colen Brown.
hospital for x-rays and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen Memphis
if necessary last week.
operation
Billie
with
afternoon
spent Friday
excercise
commencement
Our
Green, in the Haw's Memorial NOSwere well attended at Bible Union
pital. He is getting along fine.
Mrs. Jennie Pully returned from last week. Bro. Harper delivered
the class address to the folowing
Fulton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Snow visited graduates: Jean and Jimmie Locka while Saturday night with Mr. ridge, Virginia Mansfield, Earl Leggins, Billy Hawks and Robbie June
and Mrs. Pat Snow.
Mr. Cleatus Veatch sperkt Sun- Carney.

ROCK SPRINGS

IT'S TIME TO CHANGE

Robbie June Carney won the 8th
grade county championship in tike
spelling contest at Dresden last
week.
Miss Maud Eskridge remains
about the same.
Mr. Sam Wheeler is still unimproved.
The children and teachers of the
school accompanied by Mrs. John
Lochridge and Mr. Donal Taylor
enjoyed "Song of the South" at
Fulton last Tuesday.
Master Haskell Simpson, Jr.,
underwent an ippendectimy at the
Martin hospital last Saturday, He is
doing fine.
Mr. Mace Rose, cashier of the
bank at Dukedom, returned from
Memphis hospital much improved
last Saturday. He was brought home
by Jackson & Sons ambulance.
Mr. Carlos Brundige bought Bob
Carney's farm last Monday.
Sons
ambulance
&
Jackson
brcrught Mr. Lee Jones home from
the Memphis hospital Sunday, much
improved.

PLANS FOR ARTIFICIAL
BREEDING ASSOCIATION
Plans are under way to set up an
Artificial Breeding Association at
Clinton, to• serve dairy farmers in
a twenty mile radius of Clinton.
The cost will be an $8.00 life time
membership fee and an assessment
of $1.00 per cow at the time the
farmer signs up. An additional $5.00
fee will be charged for each cow
at the time of service, with two
additional services being given free
of charge if the cow fails to conceive.
This artificial breeding association will give farmers owning Jersey, Guernsey, and Holstein cows in
large or small herds the privilege
of using the best bulls in this country at a small cost. It may also prevent the spread of genital diseases.
For further information contact
W. P. Burnett of the Fulton Pure
Milk Company, county agent, John
B. Watts, tocational agriculture
teacher, James T. Roberts or Roy
Wade of Cayce.

semmemns.
CIRCUMSTANCES

Circumstances do not shape men,
but reveal them.—Lamennais.
Nerve me with incessant affirmations. Don't bark against the bad,
but chant the beauties of the good.
—Emerson.
At all times and under all circumstances overcome evil with
good. Know thyself, and God will
supply the wisdom and the occasion for a victory over evil. —
Mark Baker Eddy•

ROOF and FURNACE
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Drive in to' see -us for that
Good Gulf Gasoline, Motor
Oil, Expert Lubrication, Tire
Repairs and other services
needed to keep your car
running smoothly.

POLSGROVE

SERVICE
STATION

perts, is not readily adaptable to
According to the Wall Street all industries. But it seems to be
Journal, production per worker is working successfully in many managain on the rise in American in- ufacturing lines.
dustry. And one of the reasons for
this is the incentive-pay plan—unA man's enemies are the men of
der which the worker who prohis own house.—Micah vii-6.
duces more is paid more.
One hope is that incentive pay
may prove to be a factor in makW E Fl X
ing price reductions possible. It is
no secret that many executives, in
such basic fields as automobiles
and domestic appliances, are definitely concerned with what current prices may do to volume of
sales once full production is achieved and the backlog of orders is
met.
Incentive pay, according to ex-

WITH NEW

Esc
I° cur
causes
same
of col

Be
us
anent
came
peri

save
as

Smallman & Webb

INCENTIVE PAY WORKS

Spring is here, and it's time to change the oil
in your motor, drain and clean your radiator,
and get your car ready for "open road" driving
during the beautiful days ahead.

He is happy wnose circumstances
suit his temper; but he is more excellent who can suit his ternper to
any circumstances.—Hume.
The height of human wisdoen ia
to bring ou rtempers down to oue
circumstances and to make a vain
within, unnder the weight of tie
greatest storm withput.—Defoe.
Calm Soul of all things, make it
mine
To feel, amid the city's jar,
That there abides a peace of thine
Man did not make and cannot man
—Matthew Arnold.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, KY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7

SCIENTIFIC

We

handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
I MII

DR. T. M. REID

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

I will

Chiropractor
The Scientific /diners' Surface
Coating that was used to control
water seepage and dampness in the
Maginot Line when other materiah
failed
Aquella is used inside or outside ...
above or below ground cm porous
masonry surfaces. such as

City National Bank Bldg
Office Hours: 9 to 12 and 2 to 5
and by appointment

MICK, cocain. LIGHT WEIGHT
MASONRY UNITL STUCCO sr
COMM PLASTER

Plasmatic Therapy
Electrical Treatments

10f

an

ADAMS & LOWE. Inc.
VOU get more than a fire or casn.alty
insurance policy when you buy frona
din agency. In addition, you obtain the
lifetime services of a trained professional
nuur—skilled in protecting business and the
individual. You make a friend who will
represent your interests in the settling of a ,
claim. You meet a neighbor, familiar with
the problems of your community, who gives
guidance to your personal and business
acquaintances. And you obtain the peace
et mind that canes with a well-planned
insuraace program. That's why it pays to
-boy iimarawce through ..

Fleischmann's
DryYeast
CHAS.

SEE US NOW FOR HOME-GROWN U. S. IS CERTIFIED SEED
CORN—ORDERS BEING TAKEN FOR SPRING DELIVERY
•DEALERS--Ky. Bdw. & Impl. Co., Fulton, Ky.

• e Agency
Atkins Insuranc

•It's Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast! Easy-to-use,speeds
acting, this new granule form keeps fresh in the cupboard far
'seeks—always right there when you need it. IF YOU BAKE
AT HOME—keep a large supply on hand. Ifs always ready so
ler you turn out more delicious, finer-textured breads ary time
... in quick time. Order Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today from your grocer.

A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Reed Brea. Mill, Fulton.
J. L Cruoe Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Grooery, Hickman; mad
Middleton Store, Lower Bottom.

CHAS.E.WRIGHT,bide 1, Fultea,Ky.

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

CUSTOM PLANING!
IF you are Building or Repairing, we can help you with
your material problems.
•QUARTER ROUND AND

Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,

ALL KINDS OF MOLDING
•WINDOWS AND DOORS MADE TO ORDER

Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
•WEATHER BOARDING—ALL KINDS MILL WORK

needs.

•SCREEN WINDOWS AND DOORS
•CABINETS MADE TO ORDER
JEIND
OCONTRACT BUILDING OF ALL
--

Adams & Lowe

A. R. STEPHENS
Located 307 College Street, Near Freight Depot

- Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.,

Phone 1109

Fulton, Kentucky

"We can't keep grandma in it since she's been
drinking Fulton Pure'Milk."

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Excellent advice is given on how
to cure a cold. Canvassers for good
causes have been heard to say that
some people needed to be cured
of cold feet.

Be vase! Save money by letting
us repair machinery and equipment before minor troubles become major ailments. Our experienced farm implement mechanics will do
reasonably
priced repairs no v that will
save you money later on. Call
as today.

VirILLIAMS HDW. CO.
PHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Hy.

SMALL TOWNS
AMERICAN'S SALVATION
I am thankful that I grew up in
small towns. As a New Yorker of
many years' standing, I believe
more than ever that the small
(own is America's salvation. Here
ilre a few reasons.
Big cities offer great advantages,
to be sure, and I love my own city
of New York, but we have to admit that large cities are breeding
places of those dangers which
threaten our free society.
For one thing, the big city is
impersonal. Individuals become "the
masses," and the masses can
be
herded, organized, exploited, by
power-hungry malcontents. The individual tends to feel his insignificance, and gradually loses the old

PUBLIC AUCTION

American spirit of self-reliance. Ile apt to be sounder and surer than
People are urged to preserve
They tell people to get up cut
learns to "go along" with the lead- those, of his brother in the metrotheir beauty spots. One beauty their toes, but some seem mode
ets and obey what he is told to polis.
spot which many find it hard to interested in putting their toes
think and do. He even picks up an
In the small town, men and womdown on the gas.
imported left-wing jargon, such as en are men and women for what preserve, is the tenspot.
"ideology," "the workers," et retera. they are. The carpenter calls the
He is even in danger of his life banker by his first name. They probif he attempts political activity con- ably went to school together. The
tary to the left-wing or communist employee in the little mill .has
HE'S YOUR GUIDE TO
crowds, as for example, the Re- known the president of the compublican precin.:d worker who was pany since, as kids together, they
killed on a street corner by thugs sinoked corn silk behind the barn.
in Congressman Alarcantonio's dis- No swarthy, broken-English-speaktrict in New York on election day, ing organizer from New York can
1916. Intimidation, whether by picture the head of the firm to him
blackjack or threats, or by main as an exploiter of the proletariat.
`orce. will in time destroy the in- In fact, he knows the president is
dividuars ability to think, speak just another of the small-town boys
and aet- on his own.
who had a little flair for business,
In the small towns this does not who worked hard and made good—
prevall. Oh, now and then you will with his help.
It's awfully hard to get a toe-hold
fiud a few parlor pinks in the small
town. They usually are of a type for communistic un-Americanism in
who act sophisticated. They prob- a good old American small town.
ably went to the city once. They
read the "New Republic" and sub- AMERICAN CITIES OBSOLETE
scribe for "P M" They assume a
"The average American city is
superior look, and think Henry as obsolete as a 1910 automobile,"
lie knows your local soil and weather problems became he farms nearby. tie
Wallace is quite a man (most every- declares Luther Gulick, president of
knows through testing and observing many hybrids each yew. which varietres
body else has forgotten him). They the Institute of Public Administragrow most productively on your type of soil and location. He con offer you•
steady Ross of new and better hybnds being released each year by Pioneer
think Truman has deserted "the tion, who calls attention to the fact
corn breeders. He can offer you • incler sekction of hybrids and satisfy any
great humanitarian's ideals." But that the automobile, bus and truck
type and maturity of corn you prefer.
they don't count for muctt in the have done more to make the physiPioneer representatives are "hybnd specialists" who give intelligent. honest, and
constructive suggessions about lnAnd seed corn. , Call or see your local
small town. Everybody thinks of cal plan of the American city inaPioneer representative nosy
them as "a sort of nut," and let's dequate and outmoded than anything else in a thousand years.
it go at that.
'LOCAL PIONEER REPRESENTATIR_IL,
There can be little doubt of the
In the hustle and bustle sof the
correctness
of
the
conclusion
of
city, it is most difficult for men
VI sit still long enough to think this authority on public administrathings through properly. On the tion. Undoubtedly, the pattern of
other hand, in the small communi- city streets and inter-city highways
•ies wherg the pace is not so fast was not constructed for motor veand furious, the enviorment is con- hicle transportation and the layout
ducive to proper reflection and of American cities occurred long
before anybody imagined the pres-tear thinking. While decisions may
ent-day congestion of motor traffic.
not be arrived at quite so quickly,
those of the small townsman are SOME SHORTAGES CONTLNUE

....Your

Fulton Hatchery Eitanteelit.3.

To Be Held

Tuesday, April 22, 1947
&ginning at 1:00 O'clock

at the

W. I. Gossum Farm
1 MILE WEST OF CHAPEL HILL CHURCH AND TWO MILES EAST
OF HARRIS, TENN.

WATCH

1 will offer for sale at public auction, the following described property:
2 WAGONS
2 CULTIVATORS
2 MOWING MACHINES, 51! FT. CUT
I GRAIN DRILL
I STEEL WATER TROUGH
1 HAY RAKE
1 SCALDING TUB, (LARGE)
1 SEED CLEANER
1 TWO-HORSE DISC
1 ONE-HORSE COTTON PLANTER
1 ONE-HORSE CORN PLANTER
I SECTION HARROW
I FOLDING HARROW
1 POND SCOOP
1 14-VULCAN MIDDLE BUSTER
TUERTNCI -PLOWS
HAND TOOLS
CARPENTER TOOLS
HARNESS
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.
My health forces me to quit farming, and all this equipment is in
thee condition, same as new. Will sell for cash.

W. I. Gossum, Owner

REPAIRING
EFFICIENT
PRDMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

,
. . . .ip..s.ake
,
K

The output of household appliances, during the last half of 1946,
was greater than at any other time
in the history of industry, but despite the high level of output, conqumer demands have not yet been
satisfied.
The Civilian Production Administration reports shortages of steel
sheeting and copper that will prevent peak production this year but
encouragement is passed to those
who want to buy. Electric irons are
expected to be on the market in
volume, vacuum cleaners, washing
machines and refrigerators will be
available but without any surplus.
Increased production of
electric
ranges can hardly be expszted before sununer and sewing machines
will continue to be hard to get.

for draperies
and
slip covets
There is a n easy,
economical way to
increase the attracyour
tiveness
of
home; simply bin
back the color
sparkle
of drapes
and slip covers. Our
cleaning
expert
service will make
them look like new_
It's a real spring
beauty treatment for
tired faded fabrics.

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON, EP.

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
129 University
Phone no
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Weil
Within Your Means

CMAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer.

A ftwi

Beware Co
from commont
s
That Hang On
•

oieyou,
49011MR

.
ss•

PIONEER Representativ.

That's all the raaoad company had left over-3%
cents--out of each dollar spent by the public in 1946
for Illinois Central freight and passenger service. The
other 96N cents went to pay wages, buy materials
and meet other expenses.
Nothing remained from 1946 earnings for the railroad's stockholders. All of the 3ti cents left over,
and more, was spent for neiv equipment and other
things to maintain and improve the service the
Illinois Central provides the public.

Oreomulsion relievea promptly be- I
muse it goes ri&t to the seat of the
trouble to help Wown and expel germ
Phlaltni, and aid nature to soothe
tai
=
raw,tender inflamed bronchial
membranes. Tell your
you a bottle of Creomulsio
th
=
tmderstanding you must like the
gray It quickly allays the cough or you
ere to have your money back.

er

CREOMULSION
For Caul% Chest Cokk,

Call 14.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

OUR THANKS
?TO YOU

a

We wish to take this opportunity to extend our gratiiude and thani,. for the fine patronage you have given us
since our opening. It has been a pleasure and privilege to serve
those who have visited our new MEAT MARKET on State Line
Street, across the street from Browder Milling Co.
Our friends and customers have been generous in their

We are firmly resolved that the Illinois Central shall
it continue to earn your friendship and patronage.
W. A. JOHNSTON,President

praise of our new market, and the meats and service that we
are able to give them.

TELEX
Owoolose Nsering ALI
TELEMOLe
Invisible Ear-Piece
Tiny, tiny TELEX brings you beck to
the wolid of mounds clearly heard. And
7121124aD
hides your
secret.

We assure them, and the general public, that we diall
strive to continue to merit their patronage by bringing them
the best available in quality, value, and courteous, Meaty
service at all times.
As time goes on, we plan to bring you addltiesial merchandise that mill be an ald to housewives looking for geed
meats and foods to prepare appetizing, wholesome OlOida.

kr masarials
awl seiskaarwai

JOHNNY'S
MEAT MARKET

283/4

John E. Lancaster, Owner
AWN LINO OP 11110•AMIIIICA

Telex Hearing Center
103 Gatlin Bldg.
Murray, Kentucky

Phone 1340

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, KENTUCKY
DEATHS

If Youo Want To
Build A New Home
—SEE THE—

CLINTON LUMBER CO.
We will build and finance your new home, at less cost
than the rent you now pay.
See us for repairs and remodeling—small monthly payments and no mortgage on your home.
We serve as general contractor, and all material is cut
and fitted in our modern mill-work shop. Contact BILLY TAYLOR, phone 2212, Clinton.

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED

CLINTON LUMBER CO.
THE STORE WITH THE QUALITY SIGN
CLINTON, KY.

Veatch

Gaskins

Enjoy the pleasure of driving, behind a
smooth, soft-purring motor. Our expert
auto repair service can rejuvenate your
winter-weary motor to new spring performance. Our prices are reasonable-drive in today._ _
MOORE JOYNER—In charge of repair department.
MERL GRISSOM—In charge of service station.

King Motor Co.

I

Sales
Plymouth-Chrysler
Service
111-115 Carr Si.
Phone 1267

Staurt Mill.
CUSTOM
The custom and fashion of today
into
Custom may lead a man
Mrs. Mina Clark visited Mrs. R. inany errors, but it justifies none. will be the awkardness and outrage
A. Fields Thursday afternoon of
—Fielding of tomorrow—so arbitrary are these
transient laws.—Dumas.
last week.
The despotism of c.ustom is on
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams the wane. We are not content to
and sons, Jiminy and Eddie of know that things are; we ask
Wise men learn much from their
near Cayce spent Sunday with Mrs. whether they ought to be.—John enemies--Aristop
hanes.
William's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Henry. 4.
Mr. and Mrs.4oe Atwill, Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Atwill Sr., Mr. Syd Royster, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Owens
attended the funeral and burial of
Mrs. Mattie Royster at Fulton Sunday afternoon.

ROPER

MRS. J. F. ROYSTER

Mrs. J. F. Royster, 79, died Friday night St her home on Carr-st
following a lingering illness. Funeral services were conducted Sunday afternoon at the residence by
the Rev. W. E. Mischke, assisted by
the Rev. E. M. Oakes. Interment
followed in Fairview cemetery with
Hornbeak Funeral Home in charge.
She leaves two daughters, Mary
Royster of Fulton and Mrs. Harvyl
Boaz of Paducah; two sons, George
Alley of Fulton and James Royster
of Danville; four grandchildren,
Mrs. M. F. Glidewell is a patient
George Alley, Jr., and Jane Alley of in a
Jackson, 'ann., hospital.
Memphis, Millie Ann Boaz of PaMr. and Mrs: H. A. Roper, Mrs.
ducah, and Mary Ann Royster of Ethel
Newton, Mr. and Mrs. John
Danville; one sivter, Mrs. H. B.
R. Lunsford visited Mr. and Mrs.
Davis of Grand Prairie, Texas; two
Clint Joiner and family at Rosidore,
great-grandchildren, George a n d
Ill., Easter Sunday.
Ronnie Alley of Memphis.
Mrs. Bob Powell returned home
Mrs. Ryoster was born at DukeThursday from St. Louis where she
dom, the daughter of the late Mr. had
been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
and Mrs. William Pleas Taylor. She Louise
Meroney and other relatives.
was a member of the Methodist
Miss Dorothy Sue Mosley spent
church ifi Hickman, where she lived
Sunday night v4th Miss Janie Dell
before coming to Fulton some 48
James.
years ago. She was active in local
Mrs. Charlie glcian of Cayce spent
groups until her health failed.
Saturday with her mother Mrs. W.
J. F. Royster, her husband, preW. Preuett.
.
ceded her in death several years
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor of near Fulago. He Was a well known merchant
ton visited her parents, Mr. and
of Fulton.
Mrs. R. A. Fields Sunday afternoon.
Miss Janie Dell Jones, spent SatWILL M. WILLINGHAM _
urday night with.Miss Dorothy Sue
Mosley.
William Murray Willingham, 81,
Mrs. Alice Moss of Fulton is visitretired merchant, died April 9, at
ing her daug4ter, Mrs. Cledge
his home here after an extended illOwens and family.
ness. Fu:-eral services were conMr. and Mrs. Lonnie Roper, Mr.
ducted- Friday by the Rev. Sam Ed
Bradley. pastor of the First Baptist nid Mrs. Grady Varden, and son
church. Interment followed in Fair- of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. James
view cemetery in charge of Horn- Greer and baby of Hickman and
Mrs. Effie Davis visited Mr. and
beak Funeral Home.
Mr. Willingham was a native of 'Mrs. Jimmie Roper Sunday.
Little J. L. Atwill, Jr., stayed
Arkansas, born March 25. 1866, and
moved in infancy with his parents with Mrs. ,Cledge Owens Sunday
to Kentucky. He was the son •of the afternoon while his parents attended the funeral and burial of Mrs.
Jerome and Sarah Willingham.
He married Miss Maude Rodman Mattie Royster at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McClellan
on March 25, 1891, and to this union
five children were born. He leaves visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
his widow; two daughters, Mrs. Bob Bransford Sunday.
Johnson of Fulton and Mrs. Floyd
Wallace of Evansville, Ind.; two
Men comonly think according to
grandsons, Billy Williams and R. B. their inclinations, speak according
Willingham; one great-grandson, Bill to their learning and imbibed opinWilliams of Evansville; one sister, ions. but generally act according to
Mrs. Daisy Albritton of Lakeland. custom.—Bacon.
Fla., a niece, Mrs. Elizabeth Desanto
There 'is no tyrant like custom,
of Louisville; three nephews, L. R. and no freedom where its edicts are
Willingham of Fulton, Herman Willresisted.—Bovee.
ingham of 'Paducah and James Al-,
,Tudd and Early Judd, of Nashville;
britton. of Lakeland, Fla.
two daugqhters, Mrs. Nicholson of
Nashville, and fifxs. Edwards of
J. L. JIJDD
Fulton; several' grandchildren and
great grandchildrp„n.
J. L. Judd, 89, father of Mrs. S.
H. Edwards :of .Fulton, died Tues
day night at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Roy Nicholson. in Nashville, Tenn. Funeral services were
held in Nashville, Thursday.
Mr. Judd leaves two sons, W. B.

* EXTRA POWERFUL IN SUCTION
* AIR-TIGHT HOSE JOINTS

IMMED/An
DELIVERY

SWIVELED TO ELIMINATE KINKS
* LIFETIME ADJUSTABLE CARPET
BRUSH

Constructed of new and finer materials... incorporating
many engineering innovations—the Monitor De Luse
Tank-Type Vacuum Cleaner is the very latest in
scientific cleaning equipment. Travels on easy-sliding
runners; won't mar polished floors. A complete set of
perfected attachments for rugs, floon, walls, upboLstery
and for cleaning furniture included. Stop today and
inspect the Monitor Gloom
DEALIR•11

MAMI

MONIT0h)

TI

HOME APPLIAN( I s

EXUM ELECTRIC & RADIO SHOP
325 Walnut St.
Phone 207
.Fulton, Ky.
•5

Experienced Repair Service---Body
Rebuilding and Repairing—Repainting
That Makes Your Car Look Like New
When you Have Trouble On The Road or In The FieW
Just Call For Us—Prompt Road and Field Service

"We regret that the present emergency has made it impossible to provide you the complete service to which you are entitled. We appreciate
your fine cooperation and patience which has materially aided us in the
handling of emergency calls vital to the health, welfare and protection
.
of the community.

"Vie Keep Your Tractor, Farin Equipment and Automobiles Railings"

INS

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY .
A.•
lacorporated

$69.50

1
We are now receiving regularly for tlle first time since:the war.,'genuine,
Allis-Chahners parts for B. C.. and W. C. TractorS. "motor 'kits, machinery Pans for thellurvester. both upper and lov:er drapers, cylin
bars, and all types of mufflers.

Since the duration of the strike is not known and the extent of interruption of your local exchange service cannot be determined, it is impossible
at this time to say just what adjust ments will be made.

•

De Luxe
VACUUM CLEANER

We are keeping our Tractor, Harvester, Implement and Autbmetle
Parts Department open seven days a week to meet the demands of our
customers at this time of the year.

It has always been Southern Bell's policy to make appropriate adjustInents in customer's bills for service interruptions.

•

in tank-type

In OrderToServeYou Better

Company Will Credit Telephone Bills
For Service Interruption
Due To Strike

•

• —r,,,,,tmrmmikresertrwiti

ATER VALLEY- GA GE
11APLEOE Tr%

6.440

Highway 45
•

e

.

Water Valley, Ky.
to.
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•TIDBITS

early corn was practically hard knowing
that the field ever had an SUNDAY, APRIL 241.
enough to gather, and most of the ugly gash
in it. But too few areas
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
corn crop was made beyond ',he were so
blessed as ours.
I have just come back from a reach of drought. Other crops esThe eager rush for land corrin"Doctrine of Atonement" is the
late-sununer jaunt over every sec- pecially soybean or coepea hay, ued down 'lately in my
present subject of the Lesson-Se
rmon which
were
equally good. Hundreds ,.)f county. Two men
tion of the state except the mounthat I have knlwn will be
read in all Christian Science
acres of the corn I saw was hybrA bought land
and kept on buying
tains. Everywhere I went I found
churches throughout the world on
and bore large ears on medium- until. they
were literally "land
excellent crops, in August, 1946, sized stalks
Sunday, April 20, 1947.
instead of nubbins on poor." Fortunately for one
of
them,
The Golden Text is: "The Refor this has been a great season.
To- saplin stalks. I was impressed with oil was discovered on his hundreds
deemer shall come to Zion, and (nibacco was being cut in many places, the quality as well as the quantity
<E
of acres, and he died -well off. The
77
t() them that turn from transgresof crops in the state this year.
IL .
.4:2: .
.rit
other man bought up seeuhd•rate
sion
in
Jacob,
saith
the Lord." (Isa.
Ar14..
.
'..*,:%ii
And that gave me this topi,c for acres until he became a. pauper lit59:20).
this week's essay. I coul 1 not help erally,. fcr he borrowed mon..y
,i"
Among the citations which comcontra.sting our former pioneer his wide-spreading farms until he
wastefulness of the soil, our rush to
not meet his oblivtions and prise the Lesson-Sermon is the folrf
.L.
4 .._,,_t_
Lr,.__
get many acres under cultivatioa, had to give up everything he had. lowing from the Bible: "Confess
4
.*
4.
,
even though some of them would He died two years ago with not your faults one to another, and pray
produce next to nothirg Many a :
, nough money to pay tur his fun- one for another, that ye may be
REED BROS.FEED CO.
time in other years I have seen the eral. These two men illustrated how healed. The effectual fervent praypoorest hillsides plowed anuma:.ly serious the land fever often be- er of a righteous man availeth
Corno
Feeds & Seed & Seed Cleaning
until they became a series of gullies comes. The first old man pastured much." (James 5:16).
Phone
620
LOCATED by FREIGHT DEPM
—
and yet what they produced in
hundreds of his acres until they
time would not have amounted to washed into gullies. Only the break- IS
Fulton, Kentucky
THERE ANY DIFFERENCE?
*ads, cultivation and lack of rota- ing up of his estate into usable
•
There are people who assert,
a fourth of a respectable crop. Af- blocks has kept it from becoming
ter the top soil washed away or had a waste land comparable with areas quite confidently, that there is no
been exhausted by wasteful meth- in the more arid regions. I never difference whatever in the policies
tion went on, for pioneer philoso- saw him do anything to restore the of the two political parties in the
phy was a disease that was and is fertility to soil that had been, even United States.
hard to stop. We used to say that after I knew his farms, reasonably
You feet the lull amount of
If this is correct there is no
yovr leen when you borcertain fields would not sprout peas good. "Give me land, lots of land,'' reason to expect any change
in
row iter•... err clierowl
but I have rarely seen such fields as in the popular song, seemed to national policies as a result of the
, infers.,only on rhe unpaid
helped to restore their fertility un- be his motto.
Republican victory last November.
', balance end con ropey
ient ra•nlItly
s , In
til recent years. In our section in
The suggestion that there will be
My
recent
drives
took
me
into
the
friendly,
payments Oukk,
the. Purchase, Japanese clover got Bluegrass and right
i'
.
'
' ceofideltriol sr/mks. Come
near farms some changes implies a difference
an early start, so that before it was that were felt a hundred years
but does not explain the opinion
tc
,lii
t; in or phone today.
ago
well known elsewhere, our ditches by people who had plenty
of this !hat it does not exist.
had begun to fill up and grcrw over. world's goods but were not satisfied
If we look at the two parties,
Older people told us that the for- with their ancestral acres.
They however, we realize immediately
that each has its factions. By
eign plant got started down there went farther into much poorer
afrom seeds from hay shipped in to reas and bought up huge
estates, whatever name they may be called
these are liberal and conservative.
feed. Union horses during the lat- which, as you could guess,
someter part of the Civil War. Be that :10W failed to prosper. The lands Naturally, a conservative Democrat
LOAN CORPORATION .
is more congenial with conservative
as it may, I do know that. some of they left in the Bluegrass are
tothe gullies that I used to play in -lay picture farms, wide-spreadirei- Republicans than with liberal Democrats. The same is true as to the
can now be cut over with a mow- and profitable; the ones they tried
liberals in the parties in regard to
to
hew
out
of
the
wildernes
s
are
ing machine without the driver's
• Sound Ears
• Standibility
the poorest that I have seen. Ham- conservatives.
A conservative Democrat, speaklin Garland, almost alone of our
•
High
Yields
• Best Feeding Typew
writers, has shown how this land- ing of the Republicans, will believe,
livelness drove people away from maybe, that there is no difference
land that could have been kept between the parties because there
good. Sidney Lanier, our Southern is no difference between his views
poet, died too young to preach.many and those of the dominant faction
times his'cic.ctrine that "Thar's more of the Republican party. A liberal
To Be Held
in the man than thar is in the land,' Republican may assert, and believe,
but his poem "Corn" reads, in poet- that there is no diffreence between
ic fotm, like a report by the ex- his views and that of the Dem1BEGINNING AT le A. M. SHARP.
perts in Southern agriculture. He ocratic party when it is controlled
a
sees the scars of gullies on what by liberals.
at the
used to be fertile fields and lan.BROWN HOME
The fact that seed is a hybrid
ents that a one-crop system has so
is
3 miles west of Pedton, /
1
4 mile south of the State Line Road.
no guarantee that it is suited
enfeebled
the people who could
to
The following described property will be sold at Public Auction:
have been self-sustaining. It cLies Tennessee conditions, agronomists
1 NO. 9 I. H. O. DOWER
me good to see that our Kentuctky say; get adapted hybrids.
1 RIDING ROE CULINVATOR
farmers are belatedly putting into
1 WALKING 11011 CULTIVATOR
.-.
•
Ar•
practice his doctrine of well oter
1 WALKING PLOW NO. 12
a half-century ago. There arehope1 WALIUNG fLOW NO. 29
ful signs that with similar thought1 &FT. L IS. C. BINDER
fulness over a period of time some
1 7-FT. BINDER
I 611-T00111 SECTION HARROW
of the poetry about the farm down
I 1-HORSE PLOW
South may become literally true.
1 POND SCRAPEIE NO. 2
1 NO. 12 DISC HARROW
Custom, education, and fashion
1 WILF.AT
1 WAGON
form the transient standards of
1
mortals. Immortality, exempt from
1,
TILA
"
WY Lif
t: tUTTER
age or decay, has a glory of its own,
DURING THE MONTHS OF MAY, JUNE,JULY,ANGUST AND SEP1 S-FT..LIMR SIGHIDER
—the radiance of Soul.—Mary BakNO. R CLIPPER FAN WITH MOTOR
TEMBER. THE UNDEFISIGNED MERCHANTS OF FULTON WITZ.
1 HOTAHY HOZ4160.”4.
er Eddy.
1 OLIVER, RIDING PLOW
1 COTTON PLANTER
CLOSE EVERY
2 PAIR OF
YEAR OLD MULES
There is "something in a nante
& TEICH COW
A
as regards farm power machinety
WW1 HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND MANY OTHER THINGS cutters, grinders, mowers,
ehopprirs,
roo NUMEROUS TO MENTION.
etc., should be handled carefully to
DINNER WILL BB SERVED.
reduce accidents.
HOW MUCH LAND

START CHICKS RIGHT
ON CORND CIKK MASH
It takes such a
littIP bit for
such a big job!

C

elipoller.ags •
The full arisount
No fees or extras
To discount.

011ie/1,state

Plant

PUBLIC AUCTION

Broadbent Hybrid Seed Com

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

WEDNEpDAY, APRIL 23rd
ION

Notice To The Public

L. N. BROVITN9 Owner
MAL W. BUREOW, Auctioneer.

BASEBALL
EXHIBITION GAME

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone Mit
Or Call 79

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian

COME 10 '41114K OF
I
ESEUEVE I EVER

cooNtr

OF BURLINGTON. IOWA
Now.Training at Union City, Tenn.

HEARD OF A'Oar
ISIXAUN' SOME111ING -(' •
wORK WITH.

- vs
FULTON CHICKS
AT

FAIRMELD PARK
SUNDAY, APRIL 20th
BEGINNING AT 2130 P. M.

Come out
this
promised
baseball fund.

HMO

gotith,f
Au*
•

Admission,ties,-Ch
12, lik
....No Charge For Grand Stand-Seats...

Beginning at 12 o'clpcic aixt; ivntinuing foretiwilemainder of the-day is
order to observe a halfLday holiday during the summer months. Wednesday, May 7th, 1947, will be the first afternoon when these firms wil.1
closed, with the following stores co-operating:

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

UNCLE HANIC SEZ

Burlington Indians

ednesdgy Afternoon

• Wm...NI ••••••% le

ever hear of a MmHg
ALITY C
the
NE
R WILL!
ILIre
no
nate. We
problems according
atdentific m
- „ la•AolaY. -

•••••

P. H. WEAK'S SONS
K. HOMRA
DOWER JEWELERS
FRY SHOE STORE
THE BUDGET SHOP
FULTON HARDWARE & FURN. CO.
KILLEBREW, FLORIST
SCOTTS FLORAL SHOP
C. T. CARVER BARBER SHOP
FORD CLOT'HING CO.
THE FIRESTONE STORE
CITY NATIONAL BANK
THE FULTON BANK
THE LEADER STORE
W. V. ROBERTS & SON
NATIONAL S'TORES CORP.
T. B. NEELY BARBER SHOP
L. KASNOW
THE CLARICE SHOP
,ERANKLIN'S QUALITY SHOP
FALL St FALL, INSURANCE
A. HUDDLESTON & CO.
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
R.s M. KIRKLAND, MOIRE
mars SHOE STORE
BENNETTE LECTRIC
rilifiA4101202U1K, Luagagnitsuk.
GRAIIAM_ FURNT/ITRE_CO.. _ _
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
JONES BROS. GROCERY

IRBY'S FASMON SHOP
FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY 0111-•
WARREN'S JEWELRY STORE
FULTON ELECTRIC & FURN. CO.
MAIN STREET BARBER SHOP
ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
McDADE FURNITURE CO.
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY CO.
G. BALDRIDGE'S 5c & 10c STORE
ROPER ELECTRIC & FURNTTRE CO.
EXUM RADIO & ELEC'TRIC
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
MEACHAM'S MARKET
LATTA'S FOOD STORE
U-TOTE-EM GROCERY CO.
FRED ROBERSON GROCERY
JOHNNY'S MEAT MARKET
CITY MEAT MARKET & GROCERY
lEcKINNEY BROS. GROCERY
C. D. JONES GROCERY,
BOAZ & HESTER
H. H. BUGG GROCERY
•
JANGES PULLER GROCERY
HADDAD'S GROCERY
GARLAND MERRYMAN GROCERY
A. G WINSDOR GROCERY
RITE PRICE GROCERY
MARA*
DeMYER'S MARKET
D. R. WILLIAMS GROCERY

inucole
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OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
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Subscription rates radius of 20
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Elsewhere $2.00 a year.

MIXING STATE AND CHURCH
The American people have not
„aid much attention to the recent
decision of the Supreme Court by
which the tribunal in a five-totour decision upheld the use of
public tax funds in certain states
to pay for schools buses operated
to and from parochial schools.
Justiee Rutledge, in his dissent-

ing opinion, pointed out that the
purpose of sectarian education is
the propagation of a certain form
beliefs.
Teachers,
of religious
books, classrooms, school equipment and transportation are used
for the purpose. He points out that
the design of the first amendment
was to exclude religion and religious education from the public
iunctions supported by the state.
Frank Lerner. recently writing
in PM, the New York tabloid daily
suggests that it will be disastrous if
the United States yields any further to the drive for state support
of religious establishments. He says
as Madison pointed out long ago,
the whole point about separating
church and state is to take the
question of religious education out
of politics. Once it is admitted, there
will be competion between various
sects for state funds and state support and finally for state power.
Mrs. Lerner says that "religious
controversies are fatal to democracy" an,d that "the only way to
avoid them is to stick to the rigid
separation of church and state and
especially of church schooLs and
state funds.
Justice Rutledge insists that the
price we must pay for religious liberty is double. One is the effort

WATCH
This space for
the opening
of The

HICKORY LOG
B R-B1
The Number of Beans In the Bowl

FREE

•Silo Simpkins Says

$100 Diamond Ring of Your Choice Given to
the Person Guessing the Nearest to Correct
Number.
LOOK at the Bowl in Our Window: Come In
and Register Your Guess—

WIN
A DIAMOND— The April Birthstnoe.
—

R. M._,KIRKIrANDmr..
Jeweler
Fulton, Kentucky

206 Main Street

IT'S NO WITCH HUNT
Former Ambassador tot Russia,
William C. Bullitt, told a committee of Congress that the Communist
party in the United States is a
fifth-column "far superior to any
fifth-coulmn Hitler was ever able
to create, designed to weaken this
country for the ultimate assault
the Soviet government intends to
make on the United States." He declared that if Russia, and not this
country, had the atomic bomb "it
would already have been dropped
on the United States."
As the record stands the Soviet
Government has been conspicuous
for filling the records with abusive
critticism. President Truman's position in taking the offensive is supported by Congress, regardless of
political parties. The relations between the United States and Russia must be regarded as critical
American Communists opened a
smear campaign against J. Edgar
Hoover and the Federal Bureau of I
Investigation. That scheme didn't I
work because there is no man in
public life, and no branch of the
7overnment -that ranks higher than
Mr. Hoover and his Bureau. He
will locate the American Communists employed in the Federal Government. and they will be fired.
The investigation is absolutelynecessary. And this is no Witch
Hunt!

The well-known publication "Advertising Age" decides that successful auto dealers must have their
own sales program, and not wait
for the factory to institute a drive
or contest, because successful local dealers known more about the
general conditions in their territory "than does the bank" Therefore, use of the local paper.

GUESS

eler,

The economists seem to believe
that there will be something of a
slump in prices during the present
year, basing their belief on the
act that the commodity market
alone seems to be on a price spree.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
A-lows that there has been a con,:iderable increase in living cost
bbetween 1939 and January, 1947.
It should be noted that the items
which go into the ordinary expenses
of living show bug jumps. Clothing
has advanced from 100.3 to 178.3,
fuel from 96.3 to 142, house furnishings from 100.6 to 178.5 and food
from 96.5. to 183.8.

ADVERTISE IN YOUR
HOME PAPER

111111111111811111MIIIMINIP
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COST OF LIVING CLIMBS

Jumping off a moving tractor
easily can mean jumping right into
the hospital.
The cotton improvement program
will help make much cotton land
be.tter "pay dirt."
The more joints of sweetpotato
plants set in the ground, the more
potatoes come out, studies show.
Starting the day's work with
carelessness around power machinery is one way of "ending" the work
quickly.

to r,„,

the state fethn interferVnee
in le way a man worships his
God. The other is the effort to
keigliPlurches Mr using ;t
strength to propagate one particular version of religious truth. Both
prices must be paid if the pedple
of this country expect to retain
religious liberty.

COUP
SUFFERERS!

Notice To

Tomato Growers!

CIA famous, prescription-typo
suPer-ePeallY roll"
• Try NI
f rom cold m 1'0,1
Cold Tablet*. or.
Cold
Liquid
en
Prepare[Ion todayCaution• tree only
as directed.

sec. tor
We will have available for you good quality TOMATO PLANTS
frotn May 1 to May 15th, and urge that you place your orders

PLOW PROPERLY TO
KEEP GOOD TERRACE REPAIR
Proper plowing of terraced fields
can make terrace maintenance a
part of the regular farming operation instead of a special job. Spring
plowing should be done with this
in mind, says G. E. Martin, Extension rural engineering specialist.
All plowing should be parallel to
the terraces, Martin points out.
Plowing across the terraces, up
and down the slope, fills the channels and destroys the ridges. Plov,,ing parallel to the channel, so that
a dead furrow falls .in the channel
and a back furrow on the ridge,
keeps the channel open and builds
up the ridge.
Old terraces that have been well
maintained will need little repair,
Martin says. New ones may require attention during the first
years due to uneven settling of the
ridge, or high places in the channel. These faults should be corrected before plowing so that the repaired spot will be smoothed up
in plowing and harrowing. Earch
needed for making fills on the
ridge should be taken from soil
just above the channel. The fills
should be built a little higher than
the rest of the ridge to allow for
settling.
"There is not a more prudent
maxim than to live with one's
enemies as of they may one day
become one's friend.—Lord Chesterfield.

.idimmummak..
LAWN MOWERS
GET READY NOW FOR

m Kama rok)

(4,,
A

1

\X

FULTON HATCHERY

-TIMEto en*
URPEESEEPSi

,..r•trrit%

You'll find the finest vegetable and
Rower seedo in town at ...
FULTON HATCHERY
E. State Line, Phone 483, Fulton, Ky.

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN

A-1 CLEANERS
FOR A-1 CLEANING
215 Church Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 906

Removal Notice!
I wish to announce to the motoring public, and to my friends
in this vicinity, that I have moved my body repair shop from
its former location in the building just back of Jones Auto
Parts Co., on State Line Street to--

THE MARTIN HIGHWAY AT THE
RAILROAD CROSSING IN SOUTH FULTON
We solicit and appreciate your patronage. We do any kind

THAT GRASS-GROWN LAWN!

of automobile body and fender ssork. You'll like our workman-

WE have lawn mowers of either
hand-driven or motive power,
and you can make your job
easier with a good Lawn Mower.

ship and service.

WILLIAMS
Hardware Co.
PHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

HUBERT ADAMS

ADAMS BODY SHOP
AND SERVICE STATION
Phone 1322-J

Martin Highway

South Fultoii

11EUMINENINIMIONIF 'r

NOW UNDER NEW 11
OWNERSHIP
We wish to announce to the pub:ic, tliat effective Monday, April 14,
we purchased the business and stock of the DeMYER JEWELRY COMPANY, which was established in Fulton in 1881.It shall be our earnest endeavor to give our customers DEPENDABLE SERVICE and QUALITY
VALUES in jewelry, and we cordially invite and appreciate your
••••
••011.'
—fcgrerpatronage;

Visit Our Store On
"Get-Acquainted Days"
Folks, in order to get better acquainted with the people of this territory, we have set aside
two days for that purpose. ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, APRIL 25 and 26, everybody who
visits our store aryl registers, will be eligible to participate in a special value-giving event.
You don't have to purchase anything on these two days—just drop in and see our new store.
Just remember—WARREN'S for Watch and other repair service, and when you wish a handsome. lasting gift of jewelry. You benefit two ways—you receive dependable value for your
money, and an opportunity to share in our profit-sharing event.
ASK ABOUT THE CERTIFlkai DIAMOND RING, to be awarded free. This beautiful ring

carries with it a certificate of guarantee, and a paid-up insurance policy for protection against

now.

hold-up, fire or any other loss for a period of one year.
WE WILL ACCEPT

A

FEW

MORE

CONTRACTS

WITH

THOSE WHO WISH TO GROW TOMATOES FOR OUR CANNING PLANT. But please contact us just as soon as possible.
21t

Ire can only handle acreage enough to keep our plant sup-

CITY ELECTRIC CO
015 Commercial Ave. Phone 401
Appllan
—
ces,

Wirnig,

Spoiting

plied to capacity.
Goods, Radio Repairing

WATER VALLEY
CANNING CO.
WATER VALLEY, KY.

Howard Strange, Electrician
Ham Etheridge, Radio Technician

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan

WARREN'S
Jewelry Company
311 WALNUT STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

224 LAKE STREET
s•

•

a
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TABLE MOM
Five
tubes, no aerial ot ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet, unusually
styled.Istge,essy.,
so-read

According to the calendar it isn't . . but one look at
our comprehensive collection of outdoor furniture
. ..
and you'll say it is! We've everything "under the sun"
fcr under the sun! Come in soon and see how right
we are!

USE OUR "LAY-AWAY" PLAN!

adios

HANDSOME OAK GLIDERS
We'll guarantee you many, many seasons
of comfortable, enjoyable leisure witn
a truly handsome Oak gluier. Strongly
built. Smooth-gliding. In durable enamel Land in attractive colors. See it tomorrow!

7bredsrarao°
Nfel

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

In radio, it's tone,ofcourse, that's
most importet. And for tone:
you tliink ofSoNoas, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. Cdme in and hear these near
models—then you bc the judge.

PORCH SHADE
$7.50
Fine for shade and privacy. Durable,
quality construction. Come in and
see our large sele7tion of these porch
shades tomorrow! Sizes 5 to 8 in
width, attractively priced.

SONORA

RADIO, model

176,

white plastic, 5-tube design

$25.95
WOOD GLIDER CHAIR
$7.95
Exceptionally large wood chair and
really very comfortable. Finished In
weather-resistant, attractive enam-

3-PC. S1.1 lk.k. and CHAIRS SET
It's Fulton Electric for summer accessories, and here is one
of Vte finest examples we can show you! It's the strongly built
settee and 2 chairs. Splendid for relaxation come warm days
and balrny evenings.
- -ON AN- ACCOUNT
—

$20.85

SONORA

RADIO, model

beautiful

walnut

208, SONORA

finished, in

handsome

RADIO, model
walnut

US,.

finished, ha

wood, 6-tube set

wood, 6-tube set

$42.95

$43.95

SONORA RADIO AND RECORD SONORA

RADIO, model 215,
PLAYER, combinsition set model 6-tube radio and automatic rec230
ord changer

$59.35
SONORA

RADIO, model

$107.95
219,

8-tube console radio, and auto•

matic r•ecord player

$235.00

PORCH CHAIR
$8.95
Finely constructed porch chair with
woven seat and back. Extremely
comfortable. Perfect for summer
"loafing",

Ready-Made Window Screens. Adjustable to any
window. Sizes.
18 x 33
24 x 37 __
24 x 33

ALL-METAL PORCH SET
We favor pieces that combine not only weather-resistant construction but personable beauty as well. Here's a set that makes
use of the best qualities of both. Includes the sturdy settee
and 2 chairs.
CHARGE IT!

We also have a limited quantity of bronze and
galvaniz' ed screen wire.

Metal Porch
Chair

LAWN SWING
For Children
$17.00

JUST ARRIVED -GIRLS BICYCLES
Well made, equipped with lights and stand.
Limited quantity. Get yours promptly.

F o r porch o r
lawn
these
chairs are virtually
unsurpassed!

$5.95

Colorfully painted and built to
stand the rough and tumble of seasons of wear. It's comfortable. Fi:onomically priced.

CANVAS FOLDING
CHAIR
$6.95
For sublime comfort during those
hot summer days, relax in this oak
folding chair. Sturdy construction.

"Rockerless" Rocker
Strongly c o ngructed of wood.

$4.50

TURE,
CO7
FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNI
4.‘
310 323 W ALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE Manager

PRONE 100

to.
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PALESTENE
alfas arid Mrs. John Verhines and
111.111y spent Sunday with her paranoia lir. and Mrs. Harry Shupe in
lesens..
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder and
ICI_ and Mrs. Walter Browder atWoeled the singing convention in
PEcicrwan Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bookman
.and &mil, and Mrs. Nora Byrns
osCve guests of Mr. and alrs. Richasel Mobley Sunday. All attended
s3br. singing at Hickman in the afternoon.
Mr. Rupert Browder and son,
Mebard had dinner with Mr. and
llessnan Easley and family Sun;Nay.' Mrs. Browder still in Hawes
Clair improving slowly.
The Homemakers Club vvill meet
flictiday afternoon with Mrs. John
Eferhines West State tine.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent visited Mrs.
likeby inight Sunday afternoon.
Illarvey Pewitt spent the week
ecat tri Nashville with his wife who
isc'fakisig treatment there, returned
llosane Monday afternoon. Mrs.
Pirwitt is felling better.
Sunday evbning visitors of Mr.
-aid Mrs. Roy Bard and Mrs.
-11Nnwder -were Mr. and Mrs. Erwin
And and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
-1111eatherspoon and son, Dan.
SPENDABLE FUNDS MEAN
PROSPERITY
"Representative Albert J. Engel,
Michigan, in a recent speech in
dae House of Representatives, advocating an increase in the tax exemptions of low-income groups, de'Aimed:
"There are many people in both
It* Republican and Democratic
osiarties, in fact, I believe they conacititute a majority of both ppar-Itinc, who believe that if you will
..steily give tax relief to the man on
dap, the benefits will trickle or peranciate down to the little fellow begets'. Thiis is based upon the theory
dint by creating new investment
e."44tal, the workers will obtain
*Aber
air...Engel says that he cannot
-"agree fully with this theory of
gpasittenment." H esays, "'The degree:non •of 1920-1940 should satisfy
On most skeptical that those ben,ieless do not adequately trickle or
-serealate down to the little fellow."

He then states hills theory, that to
have permanent prosperity, the
purchasing power of the great mass
of people must be increased.
Mr. Engel, who urged that tax
exeruptioas of low-income groups
be increased in 1945 and in 1946.
says that figures from the Treasury Department show, in 1944, 53,230,000 individuals with incomes of
$2,500 or under. Since 32,630,000 of
these persons were heads of families, the supposition is that at
least 85,860.000 People, or sixty-one
per cent of the population, depend
3'). individual or family incomes of
a ,ear, or tinder.
$2,500 '
The Micnigan legislator points
out that if the spending money of
this group is increased. the man
above is boand to obtain his share
of. the profit. Certainly, the lowincome group is anxious to increase
its standard of living and. usually,
it ,,does so whenever spendable
funds become available.
We thoroughly agree with Mr.
Engel in his contention that a re.
ductiOn in income taxes, if extended equally to all income groups,
would not result in increasing the
purchasing power of the people as
much as if the reduction applied to
those in the low-income group.
Along this line, 1,ve .call attention
to his statement, in 1946, on the
floor of the House:
"Tilting money we call taxes
from the low-income gruops, which
should he spent for bread, for
butter, milk and fod to fill the
stomachs of hungry children will
not avert inflation. Such a policy
can only bring about suffering,
crime, immorality and poor citizenship. No policy of making everyone pay a tax ot make people taxconscious can be justified when the
tax dollar eollacted froces the liVing standard of the taxpayer below
a aecent level."

•Silo Simpkins Says
Electric energy does more than
make "light work," it works faster.
There is no substitute for prevention in keeping mill; free from onion
tlavon
The kind of farm product a consumer wants is not grown without
sourel farm planning.
Usn of labor-saving practices is
one kvay of keeping 'em doyen on
the farm-production costs, that is.

THE FLOWERLNG OF SOCIALISM es has been following England's
socialized power program on a
Federal ownership of power is piecemeal basis.
a perfect example of the flowerPrivate enterprise and private
ing of socialism in the United capital would develop all the powStates. We have looked askance er the United States needs, as in
at Russia's "five-year plans" for ;he past, if given a chance.
government development of indusNo Congressman says in good
trial activities. Yet our Federal plain
English that the nibre the
is
just
as
Russian
poker program
government goes into business,
from the standpoint of eliminating thereby
removing all kinds of taxthe individual itom ownership and able assets
from the tax rolls, the
operation of one line of business.
more remaining taxpayers will
as is communism. We'crticize Eng: haVe to•
pay in taxes.
land for its program to nationalize
And the tax bill is so high that
its basic industries. The public
power program of the United Stat- once the aftermath of the boom
is over and 'the country hits a flat
spot, it will be confiscatory.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR SALE--D1XIE better FEEDS
that supply nutrients and mineralt. More elements have been ta-ken from the soil than are reotored. There is a need of supplements with grains to supply higher digestible proteins. Dixie Feeds
are the last word for economy and
satisfactory results. Get them at
A. C. Butts & Sons.
WE ARE AGAIN DECORATING
birthday and wedding cakes--and
filling all special orders. Come and
see us in our new location—back
from tbe creek. Finch's Bakery,
Commercial Avenue.
132tc

CAGLE & SON

NIODERNIZE and IMPROVE
YOUR PROPERTY!
Now you can modernize and improve your
home also make much needed repairs in your
plumbing, and have everything in good condition for next winter.
Commodes
Done Water Heaters
Lavatories
Kitchen Sinks

We now have in stock many plumbing fixtures
that have been so scarce. No priority required.
See us for supplies and installation service.

Bath Tubs
Laundry Supplies
..,esir"
'NNW

4001111111111111
;_
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Electric Water Heaters
Showers

:Built-In Kitchen Sinks and Cabinests and
Other Fixtures

BUB SUPPLY
-JAMES BRANN, Owner
PLIMBING —Electrical Service --BEATING
417 Main St. Phone 110 Fulton, Ky.

FOR your hospitalization, sickness
•And accident insurance, see or call
JOHN D. HOWARD. Phone 316 or
1219, Carr Bldg, Fulton.
4tc

H. L. HARDY
REAL ESTATE
Fulton, Ky.
Has the following farms for sale:
215 acres, good level land in high
state of cultivation. 6-room house
with lights, 2 stock barns, 2 chicken
houses; 1 brooder house, 4
ponds, located 2 miles east of
land, Ky., on black top highway.
This is a real buy for $46.50 per
acre.
106 acres; 4-room house, outbuildings, on gravel road, 25 acres of bottom land. 41
/
2 acre tobacco base; 2
miles southwest of Wingo, Ky. Possession at once. Bargain a* $5500.
923
/
4 acres; 6-room house, large
stock barn, new chicken house, good
land. This is the Wade Hurt farm
21,F1 miles southeast of Cayce, Ky.
Possession at once for $6900.
5-room new house, basement, furnace, stocker, automatic water,
rock-wooled, sanded floors, builtins. This is something nice. 1 mile
west of Fulton on Union City highway; 2% acres of ground. Posses.4ion now.
24 acres on Fulton and Union City
highway. New modern house; new
stock barn .This is something nice.
Will trade for large farm.
L. J. Goode home 1% miles north
of Mayfield, Ky., on Highway 45,
6-room, bath, basement, new furnace, hot water; nice young orchard,
dairy barn. 45 acres of good land,
all limed.

FULTON

FATHER OF CAFE
- OPERATOR HERE DIES
IN EATON, TENN.

Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
206 Church St
Phone 399

FULTON, IUCNTUCItY

FRIOAY-SATURDAY

Lum Fly, father of Hugh L. Fly,
manager of the Smith Cafe of this
city. died Tuesday, April 15, at his
home at Eaton, Tenn., which is
about sixty miles south of Fulton.
Death came as the result of an
Taxes can be reduced if there is heart attack, and Mr. Fly had been
a .desire on the part of Congrses' confined to his bed for about ten
for governinent to go back to gov- months following a stroke of paralyerning, get out of 'business, and sis.
cease the practice of taking over
the obligations of local governSome men make fun of the hate
ments and financing all manner of
lady friends vvear. but many
their
local actviities, thereby gradually
destroying the independence of our of them kepe chasing after those
citizens. Until someone has the who wear those hats.
courage to tell a little of the plain
truth, because they believe the old 11.11110KENTIOCKY
American form of enterprise is suHATCHERY
OW',SALOPimsperior to the pattern of socialism
quialmleuir
that we are now following under ▪ lows4.4.1.
miaow dor AS
camouflaged titles. we will remain SMOSSAINNIA
fcs,
blibiodsled
hike this 8
01114111
in the mire of ruinous taxes and
Proigissore
continued inflation.
Runniear HATCH/AY. HII ft it WANK IL

FOR SALE-3 fine conditioned
WHO IS DELENQUENT.
sows (375), with 24 pigs. Also Lezt
Feed Mill; 1- mower, 1 harrow,
A divorced mother, in the City of
Royce Jolley, Fulton, Route 2.
ltp New York, has been sentenced to
serve a year in prison for contribWANTED—Glris or young wom- uting to the delinquency of her
en to • vork as waitresses. Good pay. fourteen-year-old son. The boy was
Smith Cafe, Fulton, Ky.
2tc arrested after wounding three persons with a rifle he had stolen from
BABY CHICKS, C.O.D. $8.85 for
a pawnshop.
100 up. Write for Baby Ducks.
DAVID NICHOLS
HATCHERY, Police investigation revealed that
ROCKMART, GA.
132t the lad was homeless, living in cellars and warehouses and that he
FOR SALE—McGuffey's Readers, was known in his neighborhood as
1879 Edition, New', Guaranteed, Six "Gypsy." The mother, it seems,
Readers, Prepaid $8.75. MIDWEST was not living a life that met the
BOOK COMPANY, Lowell, Ohio.
approval of the Court, and was ad123tp vised by the judge that she "encouraged dell.iquency" in the child.
FOR SALE---Strawberry plants.
We know nothing about the
Blakemore a sweet delicious variety
and the best for lockers. Strong facts in the family relationship of
the mother and her son. Newsplants, freshly dug. $1.50 per 100.
B. B. HENDERSON, call 11154 paper dispatches say that she was
Fulton, Ky.
4tp divorced -and the question arises
whether the responsibility now as.
VETERINARY SERVICE-- Call
460, Owl Drug Co. Ask for Dr.!
Cherry.
IF INTERESTED in saving money
and insuring ivith the largest automobile company, or attractive policies fo rfire, windstorm and hail,
see or call JOHN D. HOWARD,
State Farm Insunuice Company,
Phone 1219, Carr BiuldIng, Fulton,
Kentucky.
4tc

Some people are waiting for opsessed against the mother should
not be shared by the absent father. portunity to break down the door
For that matter, it is possible that i and come in.
some of the blame rests upon the
nity, through its police powcom
ery-w ch now punishes the mother
for "delinquency.''
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FOR,

Double''Feature

THE FALCON'S
TOM

CONWAY

Modge MIRIDITH • Edword fijItOP Y

Plus
CONSTANCE BENNETT
BRUCE CABOT
WARREN WILLIAM
In

"Wild Bill Hickok Rides
Again"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

. A

FAIRBANKS, JR.
,4 f N
0 NARA
SE

ZAK

IN (11.• MOW TEDIN
—

MOSI

SZE YOUR

Also Fox News

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN

WED. - THURS.

PHONE 41311

DR. B. L. DAVIS

A SUSPENSE STORY
OF. .
•
OXI

Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

LPGKET
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

efarony Dd
""Akffdhit
Rob„.
Atfolu m

Comedy and Fox News

Watches Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ORPHEUM

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY

FULTON, KENTUCKY

TODAY and TOMORROW

JACK'S

FURNITURE

SUNSET CARSON

REPAIR & CABDIET

PEGGY STEWART
—14—

SHOP

"Alias Billy the ICid"
Comedy and Serial

All

Cabinets,

TyPea

Doors - and

Windows

Screen
Made.

SUNDAY-MONDAY

Broken Furniture Repaired. Work
ROY ROGERS

Guaranteed.

—in--

WILLHAIICKS

Inquire at Fulton Electric, &
Furniture Co.

BARBER SHOP
NOW OPEN"

"Man,,_From Oklahoma"

Phone IN

Also Comedies
TUES.-WED.-THURS.

(
You Never Cleaned Your

FOR BUSINESS
New Bennett Building
Paschall Street

ENTAL PLATES
so Easily
Klreni,e ends messy. basin.
ful brushing. Just Pot 1•111
plate or bridge in • glass
of seater. Add a little Klinenite. Presto! Stains. di*.
dtnture odor disappeer. Your
evn. sparkle like neve Ask your druggist

Double Feature
MONA FREEMAN
RICHARD DENNING

•r

PluS

mew tor Kleekiie.

LUKE WILLHAUCKS

KLEENITE the &ashlers Way

Prop.

Get Kleenite today at Owl Drug
Co., and all good druggists.

"Black Beauty"
CHERYL WALKER
In

"Unity In Her Heart"

2

Time out
for Coke

c

X

111

11

ca

CHAS. W. BURROW

r•

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
seNK—reome 61

Farm and City Property
List or Buy With Us!

a
SOTTLEO UNDER All/NOWT OF T111 COCA.COLA COMPANY SY

_
Fulton Coca-Cola spottling Company, Inc.

•

